Suicide inactivation of peroxidases and the challenge of engineering more robust enzymes.
As the number of industrial applications for proteins continues to expand, the exploitation of protein engineering becomes critical. It is predicted that protein engineering can generate enzymes with new catalytic properties and create desirable, high-value, products at lower production costs. Peroxidases are ubiquitous enzymes that catalyze a variety of oxygen-transfer reactions and are thus potentially useful for industrial and biomedical applications. However, peroxidases are unstable and are readily inactivated by their substrate, hydrogen peroxide. Researchers rely on the powerful tools of molecular biology to improve the stability of these enzymes, either by protecting residues sensitive to oxidation or by devising more efficient intramolecular pathways for free-radical allocation. Here, we discuss the catalytic cycle of peroxidases and the mechanism of the suicide inactivation process to establish a broad knowledge base for future rational protein engineering.